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It is NOT a little flu
-

Virus
MERS
SARS
COVID-19
Influenza

Fatality-rate
34% (866 deaths)
10% (812 deaths)
~4% (> 650,000 deaths)
<0.1% (~500,000 deaths/year)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/RNA_virus

-

SARS-CoV-2 (official name)
in the same family as SARS
or MERS
Influenza belongs to different
family of RNA viruses

https://www.who.int/news-room/detail/11-03-2019-who-launches-new-global-influenza-strategy
https://covid19.who.int/
https://www.medicalnewstoday.com/articles/how-do-sars-and-mers-compare-with-covid-19
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ICHEP 2020 getting remote
-

Expected ~1200
participants in person
Getting to Prague would
require ~1000 tons of CO2

Missing Prague...

~1 ha forest CO2 equivalent spared from
being burned and released to the air

Flights from US: ~2 tons CO2
Flights from Europe: ~0.6 tons CO2
~3000 of barrels with crude oil spared
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Physicist helping
CERN Against COVID initiative
https://againstcovid19.cern/
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Physicist helping
CERN Against COVID initiative

Mattermost CERN IT Memes

https://againstcovid19.cern/
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Physicist helping

3D-printed face masks with changeable filters

Impressive reaction from our community

HEV at CERN (High Energy Ventilator)

https://hev.web.cern.ch/
https://arxiv.org/pdf/2004.00534.pdf

In Prague’s Institute for Particle and Nuclear
Physics : face shields from 3D printers
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WLCG Grid unfolding proteins
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGresourcesForCOVID-19research
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WLCG Grid unfolding proteins
https://twiki.cern.ch/twiki/bin/view/LCG/WLCGresourcesForCOVID-19research
Folding@Home

https://foldingathome.org/covid-19/
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Belle II response to COVID-19
+ Belle II & BES III the only experiments running
during the COVID-19 pandemic
+ A record-breaking actual luminosity achieved
during that time (Belle I luminosity surpassed)

+ Many duties moved to
remote
+ Only one local Control
Room shifter on site
+ Amazing cooperative
work of many to keep
experiment operational!

COVID cases
in Japan

https://www.worldometers.info/coronavirus/country/japan/

Belle II

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/COVID-19_pandemic_in_Japan
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Remote conferences and workshops
Many conferences scheduled for 2020
had to be cancelled or postponed
(Moriond, DIS, etc)
Others had enough time to re-organize
for remote access:
●
●
●
●
●
●

ICHEP
LHCP
PyHEP
Boost
FPCP
Etc ...
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Pros and cons of all-remote work
● People in remote sites are on a more level playing field, everyone can
contribute more evenly
● More inclusive of e.g. graduate students, poorer countries
● Improved discussion culture
● Reduced commuting time
● Due to US government restrictions, tools like Zoom do not work in
countries like Cuba or Iran, for instance
● Blurry limit between work and personal life
● Distractions and lack of focus at home
● Overlap with other obligations and commitments
● Toll on mental health from lack of human connection (e.g. social
programs of conferences, coffee breaks, spontaneous chats)
● Difficult to foster team-building, creativity and innovation, and to
integrate newcomers

⟹ Not all people affected equally...
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Productivity and Diversity in Science
during COVID-19
● Most people have suffered a loss in
productivity
● Studies show how some have
suffered more than others → Nature,
Parent in Science (Brazil), HEPAP
(see M. Narain)
● 2020 also brought focus to the need
for inclusive policies and anti-racism:
BLM Strike #shutdownSTEM and
#shutdownacademia
https://www.particlesforjustice.org/

https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-020-0921-y
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https://www.parentinscience.com/

Brazilian study by group “Parent in Science”
All areas: Health, Bio, STEM, Social sciences and Humanities...
Effect of parenthood and race (*).
Example: who managed to submit papers as planned?
Male

Female

Preprint: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.04.187583v1
Info-graphics https://bit.ly/3eQXlDb
(*)Brazil IBGE self-declared categories. In Brazil “negros” is the prefered word of self-identification by the Afro-descendent community.
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“Parent in Science”

https://www.parentinscience.com/

Brazilian
study by group
uindo
trabalhar remotamente

All
areas:
Health,
STEM, Social sciences and Humanities...
Efeito
gênero
eBio,
parentalidade
Able
todo
work
remotely?
Effect of parenthood and race (*).
4,1% managed
mulheres com to
filhos
Example: who
submit papers as planned?
Female

Male
18,4% mulheres sem filhos

14,9% homens com filhos

25,6% homens sem filhos

Preprint: https://www.biorxiv.org/content/10.1101/2020.07.04.187583v1
Info-graphics https://bit.ly/3eQXlDb
(*)Brazil IBGE self-declared categories. In Brazil “negros” is the prefered word of self-identification by the Afro-descendent community.
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Other specific personal experiences
List of testimonials from colleagues who shared with us how the pandemic-related
constraints (necessary to contain the virus) can remove focus from our jobs.
Even if we care and love what we do, the situation was impossible to ignore:
distance from family and loved ones, health concerns, accumulated domestic
housework, home-schooling, uncertainty in job and/or income, etc.
We appreciate the colleagues who have told us about their experiences and
allowed us to share them here today.
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Testimony from Jake Martinez
"When COVID-19 hit the US in march, [the baby] was 16 months old. Which means he’s
old enough to be awake almost all day, but too young to play unsupervised. His daycare
closed on March 23 which means he his home all day. Getting a babysitter is not an
option during this period. Making things even tougher, my wife is an epidemiologist with
the county health department, she is working 6 days a week (and working from home on
her day ‘off’). I am home all day with a 1 year old, and my wife usually gets home right
when he is being put down for bed. During naptime, household chores come first, then
some work can be done, but these naps vary from 45 minutes to 2 hours. All basic house
chores fall on me as well (groceries, cleaning, laundry, maintaining bills, etc) since my wife
is gone all day. Night time is best for me to do work, but I am typically exhausted from
caring for a hyper 1 year old, so work is very slow."
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Testimony from Anders Knospe
"My partner and I were in the process of getting a civil union in Italy. COVID-19
shut down the Italian government and all of our paperwork has now expired. So
we will have to start over.
When the borders in Europe locked down, I was in France while my partner was
in Italy; neither of us were legally allowed to cross the border and we were
separated for four months until Italy reopened its border with France. Needless
to say, the impact on my personal life was a constant distraction from research."
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Anonymous Testimony from Female Faculty in Latin America
“When the pandemic started, the school-year had just started and we were undergoing many
adaptations to our daily routine. The schools closed here without much planning (we were told on
the day) and with the hope to reopen after a couple of weeks.
We soon realized that it was not going to be the case and after four months, schools are still closed.
It meant that we had to arrange to take care of our child’s activities while continuing with our regular
work schedule that, despite our diverse environment, seems to ignore the fact that we are going
through a pandemic.
So we were faced with the reality of having to keep up with a lot more work and organization than
usual. I was the one in the family having to organize the whole routine, lunch, dinner, our child's
activities and still find the time to take care of my own work. It was very overwhelming to keep up
and actually so that I developed an alopecia (severe hair loss) due to all the mental load and stress
that this pandemic brought.
It took several weeks to organize the daily routine, but the frustration of not being able to deliver as
normal for work and the demand that hasn't changed a bit (it is as if everybody is ignoring
completely the pandemic). It still keeps me awake and sleeping an unhealthy amount of hours per
night. I wish people would talk more about it at the work environment and be more willing to adapt
to this reality.”
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HEV Experience Full Testimony by Paula Collins p.I

"Personally this was one of the most intense experiences of my life, and I freely admit that as a more
senior person with a permanent job and children who are not extremely young, I had it relacvely “easy”.
The eﬀect of this project on the team, and the ongoing eﬀects were however incredibly profound, I saw
it in my own life and in those around me, and I just wanted to mencon it to you. We had a group of
people, who, in a situacon of a lockdown, instead of spending their cme with their families, and
shielding themselves, chose to believe in a humanitarian mission and make it happen. The team had to
not only work on the venclator but also juscfy the work, and do it while organising and reorganising all
the normal work, in a situacon of pandemic and shut down where every accon which is normally
straight forward, every order, every communicacon, suddenly became diﬃcult.
I think of my colleague who worked steadily on through a precarious contract situacon. I think of my
colleague with a young baby who came into work every single day 7/7 uncl they almost collapsed. I think
of my colleague with slightly older children who realised how all encompassing the project had become
when he went home to ﬁnd his daughter arranging her dolls around a ‘venclator bag’.
I think of all the colleagues with children who saw their friends gehng at least to spend cme with their
children at home while they were coming into work or working through the night, and their own children
demanding to know why they were not doing the same. I think of all the colleagues with young children,
for whom the schools and child care were suddenly shut, and yet, they kept working, and found
solucons. I think of my colleague again with a young baby, bouncing her on his knee during a video
16
meecng on ISO requirements for medical applicacons."

HEV Experience Full Testimony by Paula Collins p.II
“I think of the quescon mark that hung over the heads of the whole team who were implemencng for
the ﬁrst cme the covid-19 working praccces that were recently established by the Safety Unit
following guidance from host states and WHO. I think of my older colleagues who certainly had to
juscfy to their families and friends why they did not stay safely at home, like everyone else, in
parccular during those ﬁrst three incredibly challenging months. Even though we had conﬁdence that
the measures, protocols and procedures put in place at CERN were sound, it scll had to be explained
to families.
I see again and again the passion of my colleague who noted the grievous lack of medical supplies to
LMIC countries and was absolutely determined to do something about it. I think of the colleagues
who had to ﬁgure out the travel and the border crossings, who made special journeys to pick up
equipment, and had to follow intricate rules as they went along. I think of my colleagues friends and
families who swung behind the eﬀort, designing web sites, making contacts and outreach wherever
they could, making the diﬀerence to make this happen, and everyone on the team who ‘smiled for the
cameras’ when that was necessary.
Everyone involved (I speak for what I witnessed) sacriﬁced a lot to make HEV happen, and all
diﬃculces were mulcplied by the pandemic. We will see long term what was the outcome of all this
eﬀort (which is ongoing) but I want to take the opportunity to mencon to you that there were real
sacriﬁces involved here.”
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US - HEPAP Study
M. Narain
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Summary and Outlook
Strive for work-life balance during pandemic
Keep in mind our colleagues might have heavy burden
● Be empathetic, comprehensive
● For many (most) people life became harder this year
● Extend deadlines, fellowships, adjust time-tables when possible
Good to have online-accessible ICHEP!
Thanks to Meenakshi for the survey, and to LHCb ECGD, CMS DO, ATLAS
D&I, Belle DO and everybody who contributed with answers and testimonials!
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SURVEY
Status of HEP July-August 2020

To understand the impact in our field, we’ve prepared a questionnaire. Please fill it
out anonymously. You may leave a comment or testimonial at the end.
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/ICHEP2020-COVIDSurvey
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BACKUP
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ATLAS Experience
● move from vidyo to zoom was an improvement owing to better sound quality at low
bandwidth and more features (such as hand-raising tool, breakout rooms, etc)
● enhanced use of collaborative tools (such as communication platforms) has been
positive and will remain after the pandemic.
● all standing ATLAS meetings continued by moving them fully online. We observed a
larger attendance in some of the meetings
● “ATLAS Weekly” was augmented by ‘open mic’ discussion slots about once a month,
where at the beginning the discussion mostly concerned practical covid-19 and lockdown
related questions.
● The June ATLAS Collaboration Week had a shortened agenda, starting later (11:00) in the
AM and finishing earlier in the PM (~16:30) to better accommodate different time
zones.
○

We also replaced the traditional evening poster session by an Early-Career-Scientists Session
featuring 7 preselected (5’+5’) talks representing different areas of ATLAS work. We think this
session was a nice success.
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LHCb Experience
● dedicated mattermost channel for people to exchange relevant information, experiences and advice,
but also to just stay in touch with each other during lockdown and isolation ; this was quite active
during the first weeks of the crisis, then became quiet as people got used to the "new normal".
● volunteers who were willing to help colleagues stuck in the Geneva area ; this was never needed as far
as I am aware of.
● virtual coffee meetings: several groups or teams have daily or weekly meetings ; we also started what
we call "Coffee with ..." events, where we try to bring together people who would otherwise not meet
● "virtual BBQ" as part of an all-virtual collaboration meeting: here, we created several zoom rooms, each
around a topic suggested by our colleagues (we had pandemic, online games, favourite holidays,
diversity/BLM; environment/sustainability, ... , but NOT physics) ; people could move around rooms
freely.
● In April, the "Young Scientist / Early Career fora" of the four LHC experiments jointly organized a virtual
"LHC Soft skills workshop" on the topic of working from home https://indico.cern.ch/event/906623/.
Some 180 people from all experiments and career levels joined.
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CMS Experience
● Lockdown best practices : collecting resources
● Fully-remote meetings and workshops:
● CMS Week (April and June)
● Newcomer induction session
● Data Analysis School
● B2G workshop
● Times were restricted to 15:00-18:00 CERN time
● Threshold for questions lowered by having slides uploaded in
advance and asking for written questions
● Half of the participants indicated that they would not have been able
to attend had the workshop taken place as an in-person event
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Mortality excess

https://voxeu.org/article/covid-19-italy-analysis-death-registrydata

Northern Italy

https://www.economist.com/graphic-detail/2020/04/16/tracking-covid-19-excessdeaths-across-countries

New York
New York City
March 15 - June 20

+188%
typical: 14,000
2020 : 40,400

Mortality-excess in “sigma”

Spain

Influenza
No lockdown

Covid-19
Full lockdown

https://www.euromomo.eu/graphs-and-maps/

Everyone has to react, including physicists...
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Environmental impact
+
+
-

Decrease of pollution from
transportation
Decrease of pollution from
factories
If people have to commute,
they prefer cars over
public-transport

https://theconversation.com/what-we-do-and-dont-know-about-the-links-between-air-pollution-andcoronavirus-137746

COVID19 pandemic:
Lessen that quick climate
action is FEASIBLE
https://medicalxpress.com/news/2019-03-air-pollution-extra-deaths-year.html
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CERN “background”
challenge
Kitties, babies and rooftops

https://background-challenge.web.cern.ch/
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Reactions from funding agencies
During COVID-19:
-

Large public and private fundings for centers and enterprises working in the study
of the I+D+I SARS-CoV-2 virus and the associated illness.
Post-COVID-19

Example: Spanish Action Plan for Science and Innovation: + 1.06 billion euros
- Reinforcement of research in biomedical and health sciences
- Increase of financing for research groups in all areas of knowledge, for both
projects and scientific-technical equipment and for research contracts.
- Boosting R&D+i for enterprises
Example: Germany is strengthening digital education for scholars (short-term measure,100
million euros) , university students, adult education…

https://www.ciencia.gob.es/stfls/MICINN/Ministerio/FICHEROS/Plan_de_choque_para_la_Ciencia_y_la_Innovacion.pdf
https://www.bmbf.de/en/coronavirus-what-the-bmbf-is-doing-11194.html
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https://www.nature.com/articles/s41562-020-0921-y

a, Field-level average changes in research time. b, Group-level average changes in research time. c, Changes in research
time associated with important features of scientists or their ﬁelds, after controlling for other factors. To untangle
different factors, here we use a Lasso regression approach to select features that are most predictive of declines in
research time (see Supplementary Methods 4 for more). Variable names with ‘Female’ sufﬁx indicate that the variable is
interacted with a female indicator; otherwise the variable describes the average change for all scientists. Error bars
indicate 95% conﬁdence intervals.
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não 82%

18%

sim

Post-docs, brazilian study
Able to work remotely?

13,9%

27,9%

mulheres

homens

2,2% mulheres com filhos

PRODUTIVIDADE
ACADÊMICA BRASILEIRA
25,1% mulheres sem filhos
DURANTE A PANDEMIA
PARENT IN SCIENCE

4,2% homens com filhos

37,6% homens sem filhos

Pós-doutorandas(os) que submeteram artigos científicos como o planejado
Submitted articles as planned?
8
65%

41,5%

mulheres

34%

homens

mulheres
com filhos

49,2%

mulheres
sem filhos

58,4%

homens
com filhos

67,6%

homens
sem filhos
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Efeito da raça

